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**Abstract**—Most of the automated approaches to support software engineering tasks for mobile applications, use source code as entry, which due to privacy factors imposes hard constraints on the implementation of those approaches by third-party services. However, the continuous pressure from market is leading practitioners to crowdsourcing/outsourcing software engineering tasks to third-parties that provide on-the-cloud infrastructures. Therefore, approaches that work at closed-source level (i.e., do not require source code) are desirable to enable automated outsourced software engineering tasks by third-party services. Specifically, in this paper we focus on testing since is a task that has broadly accepted approaches at source-code level, but new efforts are required to enable source-codeless approaches. We analyzed the current challenges and shortfalls of the currently proposed approaches that works at source code and APK level, and present our research plan oriented to reduce the existing gap for enabling testing techniques at APK level.
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I. **PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION**

The power and usefulness of a large number of state-of-the-art approaches for automated software engineering of Android apps rely on the existence of source code for extracting intermediate representations or models that drive the analysis execution or the artifacts generation. However, practitioners often outsource software engineering tasks without releasing the source code, *i.e.*, the third parties work directly on Android Application Packages (APKs), due to different legal and organizational reasons (*e.g.*, source code contains a company’s exclusive implementation of an algorithm, source code contains keys/secrets for services, etc.). Furthermore, software engineering approaches for mobile apps that first rely on source code modifications/instrumentation, and then require to build/compile the app, are time consuming in particular because building executable files is time consuming; one representative example is mutation testing, which requires building an executable file for each mutation applied to the original code [1]–[4]. Additionally, there are several programming languages and frameworks that can be used to develop an Android app (*e.g.*, Java, Kotlin, Dart), therefore, testing approaches that rely on source-code are dependent of the language used for creating the app. This increases the research effort because specific source code-based approaches are required for each language.

Previous works have been done in order to identify the current efforts and shortfalls for different testing techniques for Android apps. For instance, Linares-Vásquez *et al.* [5], Kong *et al.* [6], and Li *et al.* [7] present a general view of already proposed testing tools and approaches for both source-code and APK level. Table I summarizes the testing techniques and objectives used/addressed previously, based on [5], [6], and [7]. Note that there are several techniques and objectives that lack a comprehensive approach for either source code or APK, for example, previous works for mutant generation [2], [8]–[10] do not provide a comprehensive set of mutation operators or do not execute the mutants. Additionally, for cross-device testing the only known approach proposed, called Octopus [11], is not publicly available and is tailored for a specific app requirements.

To overcome the aforementioned issues (in particular for Android apps), our main goal is to enhance source-codeless automated testing (*i.e.*, automated testing techniques that uses APKs as input), to avoid the overload imposed by compiling APK files from source code and avoid dependencies on specific languages used to implement Android apps.

II. **RESEARCH PROGRAM**

The objective of this paper is to present a research program to address the missing techniques/objectives previously presented. In particular, a detailed plan is presented involving three main phases: (i) Tools and Infrastructure (1st year), (ii) Testing Approaches (2nd and 3rd year), and (iii) Comprehensive validation with industry (4th year). For each phase, we present a summary of the expected results:

**Tools and Infrastructure:** The main objective for the first phase is to understand the current state of the art an implement an initial set of tools in order to enable further research around techniques and objectives from Table I. It is worth to notice that part of the expected results are merely infrastructure results (*i.e.*, do not extend the state of the art from a research point of view) and some would generate and contribute to improving the state-of-the-art. The main expected tools are: First, a tool for mutant generation/testing that works at APK level; while there is previous work on mutant generation at APK level [2], [12], there is no comprehensive tool for
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**Table I:** Enabled testing techniques and objectives based on input type. A ✓ means the technique/objective has been addressed, while an ✗ means it has not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Testing Technique</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>APK</th>
<th>Testing Objective</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>APK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Testing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Bug/Detection</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record and Replay</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model-based Testing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic Exploration</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-device Testing</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation testing</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Internationalization</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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mutation testing of Android apps. Second, a tool for improving systematic exploration, since current approaches [13]–[15] present issues around false/positives state identification, do not work for hybrid applications and do not provide a “replay” feature to enable regression testing. Third, a cross-device testing tool, that does not rely in human-interaction, is publicly available and enables interaction-based execution.

**Testing Approaches:** For this second phase, our plan is to address some testing techniques and objectives that to the time of the writing of this paper have not been studied yet. Firstly, mutant selection techniques applied at APK level; it is important to note that this have been addressed previously at source code level, however, the current approaches as generating mutants only over the last modified/added code or prioritized code is not suitable at APK since a more complex and error prone translation process must be done in order to get the SMALI representation of the changes or selected code. A second objective is to enable internationalization testing for android apps at APK level, by extending previous works on web apps [16]–[18]. We also expect to create an automated approach for accessibility testing; Vendome *et al.* [19], show that no current approach has been proposed, and elucidate its need for smartphone users. Finally, our last goal is to improve model-based testing by relying on the usage of machine learning techniques to extract event sequences from videos along with contextual information in order to reproduce bug reports.

**Validation with industry:** The third and last phase, consists of a further validation of our approaches with industry practitioners, in order to obtain enhanced feedback and to evaluate whether the proposed approaches can help to improve real testing processes. It is worth notice that the approaches created in the first two phases will be validated with empirical studies with students, and preliminary studies with practitioners. However, this last phase will include larger longitudinal studies with different software companies.

### III. WORK IN PROGRESS

**Phase 1 - Tools and Infrastructure:** Our current efforts have been dedicated to the design and implementation of two of the proposed tools: (i) MutAPK a publicly available command-line tool for mutant generation at APK level, based on a set of 38 mutation operators [20] inherited from MDroid+ [2], [8]. Specifically, we used the SMALI intermediate representation as the base to define the mutation rules, since studies were showing the benefits of SMALI representation when compared to other representations closer to the APK and the source code [21], [22]. It is important to note that because MutAPK works with APKs, it is straightforward to generate mutated APKs without compiling source code. Therefore, all the APKs generated by MutAPK can be directly installed to a device/emulator to be used with the test suite. MutAPK implementation and usage details are depicted in a tool demo paper [20] presented at ASE’19. Additionally, a comprehensive study has been done comparing different mutant generation tools at both source code and APK level. The current results have shown that mutant generation at APK level is faster than source code approaches, while generates more non-functional mutant when compared to source code approaches. Also, from the aforementioned comparison, we identify shortfalls in mutant generation at APK level as mutation understandability due to its closeness to machine code. This comparison was presented in a paper that is currently under review st the TSE journal. Future work for mutation will be oriented to implement mutant selection techniques and to improve the quality of generated mutants. Finally, due to the extensibility of MutAPK, a mutant execution mode should be added, to completely enable mutation testing at APK level.

(ii) Kraken-Mobile was implemented to enable testing of apps whose expected usage requires the interaction between several devices (e.g., uber rider and uber driver apps). Because of this, Kraken was conceived as a cross-device interaction-based testing tool that allows practitioners to define test suites using scenarios written with the Gherkin [23] syntax. This allows Kraken’s users to use natural language to define tests and then generate the corresponding matching with step definition by using regular expressions. Kraken provides instructions that enable the waiting and sending of a signal to orchestrate the execution of the test cases on different devices. Kraken is publicly available [24] and it was presented in a tool demo paper [25] at ICSME’19. From the aforementioned article’s results, we identified some restrictions for the easiness of test suite definition. Since, due to selected syntax, signals flow might be confusing and a new test definition format could be proposed to resemble a sequence diagram, either after processing the file or as the default test definition process. Moreover, Kraken could be extended to enable other interaction scenarios that include web apps.

**Phase 2 - Testing Approaches:** Our current progress in the second phase is on Internationalization testing. We have implemented the first version of a tool to recognize and locate internationalization changes/bugs on android apps. Our approach automatically generate different internationalized versions of an original APK and detect presentation issues in the internationalized versions, by relying on automated techniques such as static analysis, automated APK manipulation, systematic exploration and replay. As of today, our approach identifies layouts changes/bugs; future work will be dedicated to (i) recognize the changes that break the app’s layout, and (ii) automatically repair the issues.

### IV. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS

Our research plan is expected to close the current gap for source-codeless testing. Specifically, we expect to provide practitioners with approaches and tools that enhance its testing experience. The envisioned approaches will help practitioners to enable automated testing at the level of techniques that are not widely used (e.g., mutation testing) and quality attributes that currently do not have support (e.g., internationalization and accessibility). In addition, we expect that having approaches and tools that do not rely on source code will impact positively the times involved in testing tasks.
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